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I-IWOMOT AND INITIATION MEASUREMENTS ON
TNAZ EX.PLOSIVEt
S. A. Sheffield, R. L. Gustavsen, and R. R. A.Icon
Los Alamos National Laboratoy, Los Alamos, NM

8754S

Particle velocity measurements have been made on samples of TNAZ ( 1,3,3-trinitroazetidine)
explosive pressed to 98 - 99% of theoretical maximum density, Measurements were made with
magnetic ptiicle velocity gauges and a WSAR interferometer. Stirrup shaped magnetic particle
velocity gauges were mounted on the flont and back of the TNAZ pressing, The back gauge was
located at the interface of the TNAZ and a PMMA window and was also used as the diflhse reflector
for the VISAR measurement. This allowed the simultaneous measurement of particle velocity by
both a magnetic gauge and a VISAR.
Well defined inputs to the TNAZ, ranging fkom 0,6 to
2.4 GPa, were produced by gas gun projectile impact. Unreacted Hugoniot data were obtained tlom
the front gauge measurement and shock transit times through the TNAZ, A linear shock velocity vs.
particle velocity fit of U, = 2.39 + 2.31 UPmm/ps was obtained for the unreacted Hugoniot,
An
elastic-plastic transmitted wave, similar to that which has been seen in other explosive matet ials, was
observed in the 0,6 t2Pa inrmt experiment. Considerable amounts of reaction were observed in
experiments with inputs of 1:6 and 2,4 GPa.
INTRODUCTION
TNAZ (1 ,3,3-trinitroazetidine, see Fig. 1) is a
relatively new explosive that has an output similar
to that of HMX
(octahydro= 1,3,5,74etranitro1,3,5,7-tetrazocine) based plastic bonded explosives,
such w PBX9404, but has u relatively low melting
point near 100 ‘C. Experiments have been done on
TNAZ
at both Los Alamos and LLNL
to
characterize the initiation behavior and the unreacted
Hugoniot, Wedge experiments were completed by
Hill et al,(I) of Los Alamos and Manganin pressure
gauge measurements were made at LLNL (2), These
studies indicate that TNAZ
is slightly
more
sensitive to sustained shuck initiation
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Because there were large differences in the
unreacted Hugoniots measured in Refs, (I) and (2),
we made measurements to characterize the shock and
initiation properties of this material up to 2,4 GPa,
waveforms were recorded as a
Particle velocity
function of time at both the input and output fhces cf
the TNAZ,
This allowed us to obtain initiation
profiles on the higher pressure shots at the same
time we were measuring Hugoniot points,
EXPERIMENTAL

DETAILS

TNAZ samples used in these experiments had
densities of 1,81 -1,82 glcm’, or 98. 99%I of the
1,84 g/cml theoretical maximum density (TMD),
Density measurements were made on each sample,
lmpnct experiments were performed using n gas
gun to provide well controlled inputs to the TNAZ,
A cross-section view of the experimental setup is
shown in Fig, 2, A Lexun projectile, faced with n
single-crystal z.cut snpphke impnctor, strikes n
target comprised of the TNA2 mmple (25,4 mm
dinm, by 7,8 mm thick), n KcI=F contlnemcnt dng,
nnd n PMMA back window,
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stirrup gauge. Diff6renccs in the stirrup gauge and
. . .
.
VISAR measurements indicate that me b8Ck stump
gauge is no longer in a state of I-D strain,
Because the PMMA window has a lower shock
impedance than TNAZ, a small rarefaction is sent
back into the TNAZ when the shock wave reack
this interface, The transmitted wave profile is thus
perturbed by a small amount, but is still
representative of the transmitted wave,
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RESULTS

Four experiments, covering an input stress range
of 0,6 to 2.4 GPa, wem completed,
Shot data,
including
points,
are
unreacted
Hugonlot
summarized in Table 1. All the waveforms from the
magnetic gauges and the VISAR were successfully
obtained in each experiment,
Particle velocities for the Hugoniot measurements
were obtained from the fi’ont gauge record, Shock
velocities were obtained by dividing the TNAZ
thickness by the shock transit lime.
Unrcacted
Hugoniot data fw each experiment are presented in
Table I and are plotted in Fig 3,
In Shot 1030, with an input of 2.4 GPa, there
was considerable reaction in the wave as it traveied
through the TNAZ,
Analysis of the back gauge
record indicates that most of the reactive growth is
behind Ihe shock fionr, The reactive wave had not
quire caught up to the shock fkrnt at the time it
reached the gauge plane, This means the shuck
velocity should be reasonably accurate despite the
reactivity,
However, since the shock front has
grown a Iiule bit, a slight emor in shock velocity
(on the high side) would be expected,
The unreacted Hu~oniot data tim this study arF
plotted in the shock. velocity VS, pnrtlcle-velocity
plane in FiU, 3, The data tit a linear relationship
with U, E 2,387 + 2,319uP where U, is the shock
velocity and UPis the pnrtlcle velocity, Also shown
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AND DISCUSSION

gnuge and VISAR

particlevelocitymcawrcmcnlsin ‘IWAZ,
magnetic particle veloci~ gauges, fabricated from
5 pm thick aluminum foil, were located on the
Impact surface and at the interface of the TNAZ and
PMMA window, The front gauge was insulated on
both sides with 12 Km of Kapton film, The back
gauge was insulnted on the side next to [he TNAZ
with 12 pm of FEP Teflon, The active element d
these gauges is 10 mm long, The center of the back
gauge WM used as a dlffise mirror fm VISAR
measurements (3),
Because of the aspect ratio of the ‘INAZ samples,
we were concerned about the length of time the
10 mm long back stirrup gauge would remain In one
dimensional stralm (The Kel-F confinement ring
was one melhod we used 10 help maintain
1.D strain,) The small VISAR mcnwrrement ma
(~ loo pm dlam.) on the axis of the target should be
in I.D strain for = 1 us longer than the edges of the
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FIGURE 3, UnrcnctedTNAZ Hugoniotplot. Datafrom this
studyarethetriangles,Hill el al’s, wedgetestdata(I) are the
squares,
anddatafrom the LLNL Manganingaugeexperiments
(2) arethecircles.“rhecrossis thepointfor theelasticwave,

are the earlier data from Los Alamos (I) and
LLNL (2),
Our data agree well with the Los
Alamos wedge test data and with two of the points
fbm LLNL,
However, the highest and lowest
The
pressure LLNL points are in question.
Manganin gauge waveforms for the high pressure
shot show a great deal of reaction, This is likely the
reason this point is high in shock velocity.
The
waveforms for the low pressure experiment are d
poor resolution so this point has large error bars+
For these reasons these two LLNL points have been
Ietl out of the overall fit. If all the other data wv
included, the tlt is U, = 2.386 + 2,307uP. This
should be considered the best unrwtcted Hugoniot
for TNAZ of density 1,81-1,82 g/cmJ.
Particle velocity waveforms for two of the
experiments are shown in Fig, 4a and 4b, and cover
the regime from very little reaction to a great deal d’
reaction, Front and back particle velocity waveforms
for Shot 1027, which had an input of 1,14 (_lPsI,are
The front gnuge shows no
shown in Fig, 4a,
evidence of reaction in this shot, (The rnrefaction
which ~ppettrs IN I=2 IJS comes tlum tlw buck of the
10.mm.thick supphire impactori)
The buck gauge waveforms obtnined tkom the
VISAR (light line) and the magnetic gnuge rut
essenthtlly Identlcnl up to -4 ~s, at which time the
mstgnctlc guttge record gets increasingly lower thttn
the VISAR record, This Indictttes thot the stirrup
gttuge Is experiencing 2-D strnht
The drop in
pnrtlcle veltschy which occurs tit o titnc ofs 3,5 IIS
is due to tlw rnrefactiott flom the buck of the snpphirc
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Shn( 1027 with H 1.14 Gl)a input trre shown in (0
‘1’hose thm
Shut 1030, with u 2.4 I (IPu input, ore shuwn in (b), ‘[’he dsrrk
llne is the magnetic untrue rtlerssurcnwnt and Ihe Iiuht line Is the

VISARrnenwrcment,
impactor. The particle velocity meawred by the
VISAR and the back magnetic gauge were very close
This
at early times in all four experiments.
ttgreement gives us confidence in the accuntcy of
both measurements,
No reaction was observed in the tlont gauge
records for the shots with inputs of 0,6, 1,14, ttnd
1,63 OPa, Shot 103O, with att input of 2,4 I OPn
(shown in Pig, 4b) showed evidence of rcnction nt
the front gnuge ntter nn htductlon time of nbuut
0,6 PS. This is shown by ti~e pnrticic veioclty
decrease stnrting at - 0i6 ps nnd is cienriy seen in
the inset in Fig, 4b, The pstrticie veiocity decrenses
becnuse tiw TNAZ is reocting, cnusing the prcswe
to incrense und the Impnct Interfhce (gnttg~ piane) to

If other shots were done at input
pressures above and slightly below 2.4 GPa, an
inductiontime vs. input pressurerelationshipcould
be determined,
Afterreactionstarts near the tint gauge plane, it
is not extinguishedby the ratefwtionfromthe back
of the sapphireimpactor, Evidence for this comes

decelerate,

from the particle velocity/time slope being about the
same before and at?erarrival of the rarefaction. An
estimate of the pressure decrease due to the
raref~tion is - 0,6 GPa or 25% of the initial

pressure, With a reaction rate that is sensitive to
pressure one might expect the rate to change
dramaticallydue to this decrease in pressure,
As mentioned earlier, for this experimentthere is
a shockfrontfollowedby a largereactivewave (with
a particlevelocity of about 2.3 mm/ps) that is just
ribout to overtake the shock tlont at the time it
interacts with the back gauge/PMMA interface. The
shock front has grown from 0,4 to 0.9 mm/ps, That
this much of an increase has occurred may indicate
that the reactive wave has already statied to overtake
the front. The large reactive wave is not a shock but
has a steep front with a risetime of 60-70
ns, We
estimate that the wave would evolve into a
detonation in 2 or 3 mm more of travel, i,e,, the run
distance would be about 10 to I I mm,
This
estimate compares favorably with the wedge data
Pop-plot (1) which gives a run distance of 12,4 mm
for a 2,41 OPa input,
From this single experiment it is not possible to
determine if the initiation is more homogeneous
Because the
than heterogeneous in character,
reactive wave is very large behind the shock front,
and the shock front amplitude has increased very
little, we think the initiation is behaving more
homogeneously than heterogeneously, Multiple
embedded gauge experiments would be needed to
veri~ this,
Shot 1029 with an input of 1.63 CIPa showed no
reaction ttt the front gauge or in the shock front as it
moved through the sample. Reaction did begin after
the shock interactedwith the PMMA window, “rhis
is puzzling becnuse the PMMA
has a Iowcr
impedance than the “ITNAZ and interaction of the
wave with this interface reduces the pressure, An
eytlmttte, ~f the rettction rnte nt the brick guuge is
us ,
-0,4
An interesting mttterhrl response wtui observed in
Shot 1028, the Iowwt input wtpcrirnent at 0,6 CIPn,
Figure 5 shows the trunsmlttcd wave profk
The
wave is composed of N shock with n shnrp jump up
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FIGURE 5. Transmitted wave profile for Shot 1028 showing
elnstic-plsstlc behavior.
The dark line is the magnetic gauge
messuremern and the light line is the VI SAR measurement,

to 0.04 mm/Vs followed by a disperse wave spread
out over = 0.5 Ms. We think this is elastic-plastic
behavior, similar to that which has been seen in
other explosives by Lemar et al, (4), Dick et al. (5),
and Wasley and Walker (6). Using the initial jump,
the elastic wave in TNAZ has an amplitude of about
0,29 GPa. This can be compared to the estimate d
0,14 GPa for Comp B-3 (4),
The elastic wave
would be overdriven by a wave with a particle
velocity greater than 0.2 mm/#s,
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